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HISTORY 
   OF MULTICYCLE

Multicycle is a rock-solid Dutch brand. After working for a wholesaler and 

bicycle brand, technology passionate Nico Bieleveldt founded Multicycle in 

1977. At that time there was a strong demand for recreational bicycles, but 

the user-friendliness often left much to be desired. Multicycle responded to 

this with handmade bicycles that offered both comfort and quality.



The passion of the professionals behind Multicycle regularly led to innovation. A breakthrough was the 

freewheel gear system in the crank, which made shifting much easier as opposed to a conventional  

derailleur. Multicycle also often attracted attention with other innovations, such as with hydraulic brakes 

and the first battery-operated lights.

Due to the high-quality and qualitative finishes, various dealers compare Multicycle to luxury and  

exclusive car brands. The fact that the dealer has virtually no work left on the Multicycles that he  

receives is a major contributor to this.

The qualitative and high-quality finish of Multicycle is reflected in all kinds of details, such as  

high-quality parts, beautifully finished joints and lightweight frame.

This passion for cycling and an eye for detail is also reflected in the current Multicycle e-bike collection. 

The e-bike collection consists of five models that are suitable for every type of cyclist. 

All e-bikes are equipped with a Shimano e-bike systems. The frames, the drivetrain and assembly of the 

e-bikes are also very advanced. All e-bikes are equipped with the very best parts. 

The e-bikes are perfect for the cycling enthusiast as well as for the younger audience. 

Young or old, the consumers Multicycle focuses on have one thing in common. They all value quality.  
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Solo EMS
Characteristics of every Multicycle: 

√√  5 year battery warranty

√√ Models for men and women

√√ Excellent cycling comfort

√√ Shimano e-bike system



A leisurely bike ride through beautiful nature? Popping into the city for a few errands? 

Multicycle’s renewed e-bike collection offers a range of models to suit all your needs. 

Our beautiful e-bikes are equipped with a Shimano mid-motors. Our frames, the drive 

system and the assembly of our bicycles have also been developed extensively to offer 

you an e-bike that fully meet your every need and wish. 

All e-bikes are finished with the very best parts. 

We work with top brands and have chosen quality and proven technology.  

This ensures that our e-bikes are not only beautiful, but also highly reliable.

At Multicycle, we make bicycles with passion and this philosophy is reflected in every 

Multicycle bike. You can always count on making memories on your Multicycle.

CYCLING WITH PASSION 
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Flowchart for selecting your e-bike

E-bikes come in many shapes and sizes. Which e-bike is right 
for you depends on your specific wishes and requirements. 
In our brochure, we have therefore included a flow chart that 
allows you to make a few choices to arrive at the e-bike that 
suits you best. 

You can read more in the following paragraphs about the 
choices available to you.

Integrated battery or battery on the carrier?

One of the first choices to make is where you would like the 
battery to be installed. At Multicycle, we offer e-bikes with 
both an integrated battery and a battery on the carrier. 
All batteries on our e-bikes are removable. An e-bike with an 
integrated battery generally offers added stability, because 
the battery is in the centre of the bike. 
If you are going for an integrated battery, you have the choice 
between the Prestige EMS, the Legacy EMB and the Voyage 
EMI. If you prefer the battery on the carrier, you can then 
choose the Solo EMS or the Solo EMI.

integrated battery

derailleur

version

Prestige EMS
Shitake Grey Glossy 

page 9

Prestige EMS
Portofino Blue Glossy 

page 9

Prestige EMS
Dark Chocolat Glossy 

page 9

Prestige EMS
Metro Black Glossy

page 9
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Derailleur or hub gear?

After you have determined the location of the battery, the 
next choice presents itself. Will you choose a derailleur gear 
or a hub gear? This choice is best based on the use of your 
e-bike. If you cycle mainly short distances, a low-maintenance 
hub gear will suit your needs. Do you prefer to go on long 
rides through mountainous landscapes? Then a derailleur 
is a good option. A derailleur gear has a greater range of  
resistance and is lighter. Our Prestige EMS and Solo EMS 
have a derailleur gear. The Legacy EMB, Voyage EMI and the 
Solo EMI have hub gears.

Belt or chain drive?

Finally, you have the choice between a belt and a chain  
drive. A belt is a low-maintenance drive. It is a smooth- 
running drive system with a long lifespan. As a belt is a drive 
system that is not lubricated, there is no need for a chain 
box.

A chain drive is the lightest running and most sportive system. 
Would you like an e-bike with a belt drive? Then choose the 
Legacy EMB. Are you going for a chain drive? Then choose 
the Prestige EMS, Voyage EMI, Solo EMS or Solo EMI.

derailleur

chain drive

battery on the carrier

hub gear hub gear

belt drive

Legacy EMB
Portofino Blue Glossy

page 11

Voyage EMI
Shitake Grey Satin 

page 13

Solo EMS
Metro Black Satin 

page 15

Solo EMI
Dark Iron Grey Satin 

page 17
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The Prestige EMS is a sophisticated e-bike that truly 

catches the eye. This e-bike is available in several radi-

ant colors and they are all perfectly finished. The high 

battery capacity, the excellent Di2 electronic gearing 

and the high performance mid-motor ensure you will 

have the most wonderful bike rides.

BATTERY 
MOTOR

GEAR SYSTEM

BRAKES

LIGHTING
 

 LOCK

FRAME
FRAME SIZES

WEIGHT 

COLOR AND PRICE

SPRING SYSTEM
HANDLEBAR AND 

HANDLEBAR MOUNT
TIRES

SADDLE

Integrated in lower tube 630Wh
Shimano STEPS E6100
Shimano XT Di2

Shimano XT T8000  
hydraulic disc brakes
Busch & Muller IQ-X and  
Spanninga Pimento
Axa Victory

Aluminum butted extra light and strong
D 49 – 53 – 57 H 57 – 61 
21,7 Kg excl. battery, 26,0 Kg incl. battery 

Shitake Grey Glossy 4.699
Portofino Blue Glossy 4.899
Dark Chocolat Glossy 4.899
Metro Black Glossy 4.899

SR Suntour Mobie 25
Multicycle Trekking with 
Di2 cable integration
Vredestein Perfect Tour 47-622
Selle Royal New Lookin Moderate

performance

Safety

frame

comfort

Prestige  EMS
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With the Shimano app E-TUBE PROJECT, 
you can easily adjust switch settings and 
retrieve battery information.

Luxury and comfort. The ultimate biking experience.

Cream of the crop

Our pride and joy, the Prestige.

 





With the Shimano app E-TUBE PROJECT, 
you can easily adjust switch settings and 
retrieve battery information.

BATTERY 
MOTOR

GEAR SYSTEM

BRAKES

LIGHTING
 

 LOCK

FRAME
FRAME SIZES

WEIGHT 

COLOR AND PRICE

SPRING SYSTEM
HANDLEBAR AND 

HANDLEBAR MOUNT
TIRES

SADDLE 11

Integrated in lower tube 500Wh 
Shimano STEPS E6100
Shimano Alfine 8 Di2
Gates CDX Belt 120T

Shimano Alfine  
hydraulic disc brakes
Busch & Muller IQ-X and  
Spanninga Pimento
Axa Victory

Aluminum butted extra light and strong
D 49 – 53 – 57 H 57 – 61 
23,8 Kg excl. battery, 27,6 Kg incl. battery 

Portofino Blue Glossy 3.949

SR Suntour Mobie 25
Multicycle Trekking with 
Di2 cable integration
Vredestein Perfect Tour 47-622
Selle Royal New Lookin Moderate

This quiet Legacy EMB e-bike has a long range and is 

optimally protected against flat tires. When you ride 

this e-bike, you will immediately notice the pleasant 

road handling. This allows you to relax and at the same 

time enjoy the most beautiful bicycle rides. What is 

your next destination? 

performance

safety

frame

comfort

Legacy EMB

Belt-drive





With the Shimano app E-TUBE PROJECT, 
you can easily adjust switch settings and 
retrieve battery information.

BATTERY 
MOTOR

GEAR SYSTEM

BRAKES

LIGHTING
 

 LOCK

FRAME
FRAME SIZES

WEIGHT 

COLOR AND PRICE

SPRING SYSTEM
HANDLEBAR AND 

HANDLEBAR MOUNT
TIRES

SADDLE

Integrated in lower tube 500Wh 
Shimano STEPS E6100
Shimano Nexus Speed 8 Di2

Shimano MT201  
hydraulic disc brakes
Busch & Muller MYC and  
Spanninga Pimento
Axa Victory

Aluminum butted extra light and strong
D 49 – 53 – 57 H 57 – 61 
24,2 Kg excl. battery, 27,6 Kg incl. battery 

Shitake Grey Satin 3.449

SR Suntour Mobie 25
Multicycle Trekking with 
Di2 cable integration
Vredestein Perfect Tour 47-622
Selle Royal Essenza

performance

safety

frame

comfort

Voyage EMI

The Voyage EMI is a sporty e-bike with perfect  

finishing. The integrated 500Wh battery, concealed 

welds and integrated cables give the Voyage EMI a 

refined and yet rugged appearance. Economical,  

powerful and reliable: the Voyage EMI is a bike made 

for you to enjoy. 
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BATTERY 
MOTOR

GEAR SYSTEM

BRAKES

LIGHTING
 

 LOCK

FRAME
FRAME SIZES

WEIGHT 

COLOR AND PRICE

SPRING SYSTEM
HANDLEBAR AND 

HANDLEBAR MOUNT
TIRES

SADDLE

Shimano BT-E6001 504Wh
Shimano STEPS E5000
Deore RD-T6000 10 speed

Shimano MT200  
hydraulic disc brakes
Herrmans Bonfire and 
Spanninga Solo
Axa Victory

Aluminum butted extra light and strong
D 49 – 53 – 57 H 57 – 61 
21,8 Kg excl. battery, 24,4 Kg incl. battery 

Metro Black Satin 2.899

SR Suntour SF19/NEX

Zoom
Vredestein Perfect Tour 47-622
Selle Royal Essenza

performance

safety

frame

comfort

Solo EMS

The sturdy Solo EMS is a true all-rounder. 

With this e-bike, fantastic moments are guaranteed. 

Due the powerful mid-motor, the lightweight frame 

and the smooth derailleur shifting, you can  

always count on a comfortable ride.

And also important: the Solo EMS looks beautiful!
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BATTERY 
MOTOR

GEAR SYSTEM

BRAKES

LIGHTING
 

 LOCK

FRAME
FRAME SIZES

WEIGHT 

COLOR AND PRICE

SPRING SYSTEM
HANDLEBAR AND 

HANDLEBAR MOUNT
TIRES

SADDLE

Shimano BT-E6000 418Wh
Shimano STEPS E5000
Shimano Nexus 7 Chain Drive

Shimano MT200  
hydraulic disc brakes
Herrmans Bonfire and
Spanninga Solo
Axa Victory

Aluminum butted extra light and strong
D 49 – 53 – 57 H 57 – 61 
22,5 Kg excl. battery, 25,1 Kg incl. battery 

Dark Iron Grey Satin 2.699

SR Suntour NEX

Zoom
Vredestein Perfect Tour 47-622
Selle Royal Essenza

performance

safety

frame

comfort

Solo EMI

The Solo EMI is a truly lightweight Multicycle,  

equipped with a Shimano STEPS E5000 motor. 

The Solo EMI is made for getting out and about, in the 

city or through the woods. Shifting smoothly with the 

Nexus hub gear.
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The battery is a valuable component of an e-bike. We do everything  

possible with our warranty conditions to ensure that you can enjoy  

your e-bike without worries.

The batteries are equipped with high quality lithium-ion cells.  

This ensures that the capacity drop is very slow and the batteries  

therefore last longer.
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THE 5 YEAR BATTERY WARRANTY 
       FROM MULTICYCLE 

Should you run into problems with the 

battery, you can have the battery chec-

ked at a dealer in your area. 

If the battery no longer performs as you 

may expect: Multicycle offers a 5-year 

warranty.

 

Ask for the conditions.



Shimano STEPS mid-motors have a large peak power output,  

providing even smoother support uphill and when accelerating. 

A nice feature is that the system is optimized for electronic shifting. 

A combination that guarantees perfect shifting performance.  

These motors have an extremely low weight and are built for use in 

all weather conditions.

All our e-bikes are equipped with the Shimano Steps E6100 or  

the Shimano Steps E5000.

POWER AND AGILITY:
        SHIMANO E-BIKE SYSTEM



multicycleNLmulticycle multicyclefietsenwww.multicycle.nlDistributiestraat 5   7041 KJ   ’s Heerenberg  The Netherlands 0900-5695 695

Disclaimer
’Although this brochure has been composed with the utmost care, no liability can be accepted for  

any inaccuracies of any kind. Multicycle B.V. reserves the right to make adjustments in price and/or  

specification without further notice.’


